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Dear Mrs Clements  
The residents have decided upon the wording and position of the signs  
1)The sign outside Grealdine's at present reads  
SHRUBLAND ROAD  
PUBLIC FOOTPATH 
VEHICULAR ACCESS FOR RESIDENTS ONLY  
This is clearly not adequate in present circumstance  
We propose a yellow sign black lettering fixed to the same post same width Lettering same size as 
existing to read;  
PRIVATE ROAD  
SPEED LIMIT 10 MPH  
NO CYCLES  
We must have the NO CYCLES because of possible insurance claims against us and PC. Cyclists 
should not be riding on public footpaths without permission  we have not given permission  
2) There is at present no signage at the western end of Shrubland at the junction with School Lane 
.There is a sign ,on PC side for Green Lane to which the dog waste bin is attached  
We propose a sign on two posts to the east of that post ,detail as above to basically mirror the other 
sign; to read : 
SHRUBLAND ROAD  
PRIVATE ROAD&PUBLIC FOOTPATH  
VEHICULAR ACCESS FOR RESIDENTS, (VISITORS, DELIVERIES )  
SPEED LIMIT 10 MPH  
NO CYCLES  
We could omit the words in brackets and have ''ONLY ''instead  
( Personally I prefer as written without the brackets but  I would include more such as NO SHORT 
CUT etc  RESIDENTS WILL PROSECUTE but I compromise  
 
We sort of feel that the wording  should be largely up to us We are aware of the arguments but if 
people choose not to read or act on the sign its up to them .They cannot say they were not warned  
From your e mail the PC seems to feel that ECC  will be involved I personally do not but I 
presume you wish to check this Could this be done ASAP We would like to get on with this I also 
wonder if this letter can be sent to PC's in advance of the next meeting so any questions can be 
addressed in advance and we don't have to wait another six weeks  
I stress again that this is not only for our benefit and safety but for the many users of Shrubland Road/ 
Green Lane Shrubland Rd  is a veritable walkers highway 
If you need any more info please let me know 
Yours sincerely  
 
R J Horlock  
For Residents    

 


